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ABSTRECT

Understanding the relationship between the Late Harappan and the Painted Grey Ware (PGW)

cultures was one of the important issues in the history of north-west lndia' The archaeological

site of Karsola in Jind district of Haryana was chosen due to the presence of the required

cultural sequence there to understand this important problem. The excavations carried out at

the site revealed a cultural gap of nearly five centuries between the Late Harappan and the

PGW culture. Excavations revealed that even though the Late Harappan culture survived in

a decadent form at the site, there was a continuation of some of the craft activities' including

pottery manufacture, on a large scale'

The PGW people came to the site around the ninth or eighth centuries BC, as the pottery

and other materiar curture indicates. The pGW peopre at the site rived in very frimsy structures

of mud and wattle-and-cjaub, but produced beautiful terracotta art' The Early Historic people

may have made temporary settlements at the site as the presence of Early Historic stamped

potterywouldindicaie.Thispaperhighlightstheresultsoftheexcavationandunderlinesthe
importance of Karsola in the regional context'
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I. INTROOUCTION

(Tn" stare of Haryana in the Ghaggar basin is rich in fertile alluvial soil, conducive to wheat
t 

I urra barley agriculrure. In the pasr, rhe main river Ghaggar and its major tributary Chautang

d *"r. p.r*nirl in nature. Also, its proximity to India's richest copper source, the l(hetri belt in

Rajasthan, made this zone attractive for settlements from a very early date. As a result, people began

settling in the region during the fourth millennium BC. The Ghaggar basin thus became one of the

most extensively occupied agricultural bases from the Protohistoric Harappan period through the

Early Iron Age and Early Historic periods. Extensive and intensive surveys carried out in most of the

disrrict blocks of Haryana have brought to light numerous sites belonging ro the Harappan, Painted

Grey ware (pGW) and Early Historic Rang Mahal culrures. Amongst the disrricts of Haryana, Jind

appears to have been the most extensively occupied, as it has highest number of archaeological sites'

Towards the end of Mature Harappan period, a shift in the settlement patterns of the

Harappan curture in the Ghaggar basin occurred. Most of the Early and Marure Harappan sites were

located along major rivers like the Ghaggar/Hakra and chautang' There are very few Late Harappan

sites along these rivers, and a majority o1 them are found in the upper reaches of the Ghaggar basin'

It has been suggested that after the decline of Mature Harappan period' the Harappan

people began to spread towards the periphery of the region, which was covered with grassiand'

The western portion of uttar Pradesh, particularly saharanpur district' was extensively occupied

by the chalcolithic people, popularly Lno*r, as ochre-coloured poftery culture (ocP)' towards the

beginning of the second millennium BC' When the Harappans began to move towards this region'

they came in contact with their contemporaries and co-existed with the ocp peopre. There are a

number of sites in this region that have produced evidence of ocp and Late Harappan pottery in the

same srratigraphic context, suSSesting that they were contemporary around 2000/1900 BC'

The Harappans in the Ghaggar basin shifted towards the northern part of Haryana' which

waslateroccupiedduringtheEarlylronAgeperiodbythePGWcuiture.Thehorizontalexcavations
byJ.P.Joshi(1993)atBhagwanpura.",.ui"aatwo.foldculturalsequencewhichhedividedinto
Sub-periods IA and IB, with a maximum cultural deposition of 3.20 m. These excavations provided

a iink berween Harappan curture materials and those associared with pGW. In sub-Period IA, the

peopre associated with the Late Harappan period conrinued to construct mud-brick platforms and

houses.TheirpotterywasrypicaloftheLateHarappan,consistingofredwaresimilartowhat
was found at Bara, siswal IIB and Mitathal IIB. The shapes of pottery incruded dish-on-stands,

bowls, dishes, storaSe jars, jars with extended and flanged necks' basins and goblets' The painted

decorations includel thick and thin horizontal bands, criss-cross patterns' triangles' etc'

Sub.PeriodlBismarkedbycontinuousLateHarappanoccupationandthearrivalofpeople
associated with pGW. A statisticar anarysis of the pottery bears testimony ro the fact that though

the Late Harappans continued ,o o..uiy the site, there was a slow and gradual decline of their

po$ery. House rypes during this pe.ioJ included round or semi-circular thatched huts and huts

madeofwattleanddaub.IntheupPerlevel,Joshifoundmudwallhouseswithopendoorsand
open courtyards.
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The PGW pottery found at Bhagwanpura appears to be classical. tt is made from fine cla-v,

r,vith thin sections, fired, grey in colour and painred with various motifs. These inciude check patrerirs,
basket patterns, groups of semi circles, cacti, opposite rriangles, finger impressions, plant motifs,
horizontal lines with dots, thick bands, verticai lines, double loafs, intersecting circles, dors, ,,vavy

lines, slashes, chain, rope, sigma, ladder and seizer-like designs. The red ware found associated with
PGW is a coarse fabric mainly represented by undecorated jars and bowls. The association of black
ware, though meagre in quantiry, is quite significant. Similarly, a few shreds of a thick grey ware
with a coarse tabric and mat-impressed design is of considerable importance and is comparable to
red wares in the PGW sites in Rajasthan. The authors argue that these red wares are imitations of
some of the Late Harappan shapes in coarse ware.

The PGW society consisted of agriculrurists, poffers, various other craftsmen, ffaders and a ferar
elites' During earlier stages, people lived in huts. There was a transition period of mud wall houses,
which were finally replaced by brick-built houses. The PGW people probably acquired cerrain potrery
manufacture techniques, such as the pottery-wheel and a repertoire of terracotta and geometric
designs, from the Late Harappans. It appears that during this period, the Late Harappan and pGw
people lived together and that the lafter learned from the former. ThepGW people used ornaments of
terracona, like bangles of copper, shell, faience, glass and gharo-shaped beads of terracotta.

Though recent work has highlighted the contributions Early Harappan cultures in the
Ghaggar basin made ro rhe Mature Harappan period (Shinde et al. 20oga; 200gb; 2009-70;20fia
and 2011b), the transition from the Late Harappan to PGW periods remains poorly understood.
Joshi's (1993) excavations at Bhagwanpura indicated that some culturai traits carried over from the
Late Harappan period to the PGW period, but the specific process has yet to be fully investigated.
This problem is particularly important in light of recenr settlement pattern studies that suggesta massive population shift from the Indus river plains ro the Ghaggar basin during the second
millennium BC (Kumar et at.2oo9; Dangi 2aor. The excavation at Karsola was designed to address
this problem.

The Karsola excavation was a joint endeavour of Deccan college and the Institute ofArchaeology of the Archaeological survey of India (Asp. As archaeology becomes increasingly
multi-disciplinary, it is necess ary to combine the expertise and resources of multiple institutions inorder to undertake high-quality scientific research on archaeological problems. such collaborative
efforts will produce results that will encourage archaeological discourse on an international level.

z.TAE SITE AND NS ENUIRONMENT

The village of Karsola, in whose jurisdiction an archaeological site is located, lies in the Julanatehsil of Jind district, Haryana. The village is about 2 km north-east of the t<iram of Julana and
about 25 km south-east of Jind, the district headquarters. The village is connected to Julana townby metal road' It is one of the largest and most prosperous villages in Jind district due to thepresence of fertile arable land in its catchment area. Thevillage of Karsola is inhabited by a numberof different communities, but is dominated by Jats.
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Earlier exploration carried out around Karsola revealed the locations of two previously

unknown archaeologicai sites (Singh 1981; Dangi 2009). We chose the site of Karsola-1 (29 " 09'02.9"N,

76" 25'36.3"E) for systematic excavation. The ceramic industries reported during initial explorations
included Painted Grey Ware (PGW), black slipped ware, and stamped ware of the Early Historic
period (Singh 1981: 86-87). Recent explorations byTejas Garge (2011) confirmed the presence of
Late Harappan pottery at the site.

The site of Karsola is located about 1.5 km east of the village on the right side of the Julana-
Fategarh road (P1. 25). tt is spread over an area of about 7 ha. and rises to a height of about 5 m
above the surrounding ground level. Toward the centre of the mound is a Hanuman temple of
Baba Madhu Nath, which covers an area of about t ha. The portion of the mound that is intact
and in possession of the village panchayat is around 3 ha., whereas the periphery portions of the
mound (about 4 ha.) are distributed amongst a number of farmers who live in the village. Many of
these peripheral areas have been flattened completely for agricultural purposes (pls. 26A-8). The
presence of the temple has protected the intact portions of the mound.

A detailed survey of the site carried out by this team revealed the presence of pottery
belonging to three different culrural phases, including the Late Harappan, pGW, and Early Historic
(Kushana,/Gupta). On the basis of ceramic distribution, it was presumed that the enrire site was
occupied during the Late Harappan and PGW periods, whereas the Early Historic pottery was found
confined to the western half of the site.

The second site (Karsola-2:29"08'8.10"N, 76"25'32.2"E) Iies in the catchment of Karsola
village. Karsola-2 is located roughly 1.6 km east of the village on the right side of the Julana-
Fategarh road and about 300 m south oI'Karsola-1. It appears to be a seasonal settlement as no
habitation deposit was identified. Potsherds are scattered in an area of about t ha. A brick kiln is
located on the eastern side of the site, while the rest of the site has been levelled and is currently
being used for agriculture. The owner of the land is Bhima, son of Sube Singh. The ceramic industry
represented at this site consists of red wares from Medieval times.

The archaeological site of Karsola is situated on 5 m thick ailuvial deposits, which 3r€ Co&rs€:
or medium in texture and therefore porous. No river is located near the site at this time, but there ma5.
have existed small streams or ponds in its vicinity in the past. Almost all the nearby wells (seventeerr
were observed around the site) carry brackish water that is not conducive for domestic use.

Different soil families are found in and around Karsola. Inceptisols are dominant, occupyinl;
about 580/o part of this area, followed byEntisols (2}o/o), Aridosols (9o/o), and Alfisols (2%). Fine,
loamy, Typic Haplustepts are the most productive soils found in Jind district. These soils are 43ozr
fine loamy, 34o/oloamy and23o/o sandy. overall, the soils around the site are fertile, which was on(l
of the factors thar determined the popularity of this site in the Late Harappan period, from whicl
time it was occupied repeatedly until the end of fifth century AD.

The Ghaggar basin spans the states of Haryana and Rajasthan. The site of Karsola is one of
the most extensive archaeological sites in Haryana. This site flourished due to the availability of very
fertile agricultural land and water within its catchment area. Though the site is not in the proximity cf
any river, it falls in the catchment area of the Chautang river, a major tributary of the Ghaggar falling
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in the cenrral Ghaggar basin and resulting in a high water table fbr this regioir. This area is also home

ro numerous narural and man-made lakes and wells that fall in the vicinity of every village.

The geological formation of the state of Haryana began during the Precambrian age and

continues in recent times. The major geological formations of Haryana include the Aravalli hills, the

Siwalik hills and the alluvial plains. The fuavalli hills are the oldest formations, located to the south

and west of the Chautang basin. They are composed of quartzite, quartzitic sandstone, mica schist

and crystalline limestone. The Siwalik system is located to the north-east of the Chautang basin,

and is composed of sedimentary rocks. The Chautang plain itself is formed of deposirs of alluvia1

sediments. The whole expanse of the alluvial plain is criss-crossed with the relict channel beds of

the Chautang and Ghaggar rivers, which shifted their course in Holocene times, leaving inter-locked

alluvial plains along their receding courses.i The thickness of the alluvial deposit in the region varies

from 100 m to more than 400 m at places, covering the hard rock geology of this area under alluvial

and aeolian dePosits.

The main physiographic units in this area are the Chautang flood plains and Aeolian

plains. The relict courses of the river Chautang are filled with sediments, causing differences in

the physiographic positions. Topographically, the chautang basin is-flat and forms an upland plain

which can support a rich yreld of crops, including the major Kharif crops (bajra, maize, jowar,

coffon, rice and sugarcane) and Rabi crops (wheat, gram, barley and mustard)'

The Ghaggar river sysrem (which includes the Chautang) emerges from the lesser Himalayas

and piedmonts and Passes through the Indian slates of Haryana and Rajasthan' then enters the

Bahawalpur region of Pakistan. In central and southern Haryana, relict channels of the chautang

have been identified between the Ghaggar and Yamuna. The Chautang, a major tributary of the

Ghaggar, is also a seasonal stream in its upper course. The Ghaggar and Chautang rivers' though dry

now, were both important in the past, especially during the Early and Mature Harappan periods' as

surveys in these regions have revealed a heavy concentration of sites belonging to this period'

The Chautang (often i<lentitied with the Rigvedic Drishadvatr) was a major feeder to the

Ghaggar (often identified with the fugvedic Sarasvatr) until around 2000 BC. The Chautang rises

in the siwaliks, close to the Ghaggar, and both flow parallel to each other for a distance' but

the chautang takes a more southerly course. It turns west, passing Hissar and the well-known

archaeorogicar sites of siswal, sothi, Nohar and Rakhigarhi. It joins the Ghaggar near suratgarh,

near the Harappan site of Kalibangan and the Early Historic site of Rang Mahal'

It is iikely *rat there were small streams ciose to the habitation site of Karsola as recent sftrdies

of satellite imagery photographs have indicated. Recent work by scientists of the Indian Space Research

organization (tsRo), Jodhpur, detected a number of palaeo-channels using IRS AWIFS data and

radar images. They found that in the 'northern and northwestern districts of Haryana.'. [a] confusing

nerwork of interlaced channels running NS and NE-sw is observed... Palaeo-channels mapped in the

NW part of Haryana are mostly continuous and long and belong to the Ghaggar (sarasvati system)

and those in the midclle parr of the State with disposition in the NE-sw direction seem to belong

to the Drishadvati (Chautang) river system. O.rerlay of the litholog (sedimentological) data from

the peizometer key wells maintained by the Ground water cell, Government of Haryana indicates

three differenr sedimenr paftems in the srudied area. coarse sediments, including gravel and pebble
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are found in the foothill zone near Yamuna Nagar, mostly medium sands occur in the middle zone,

comprising districts of Kaithal, Karnal Panipat, Kuruksherra and the eastern part of Jind and zones of
mixed coarse sand, gravel and pebbles are found in Hissar, Sirsa and the western part of Jind district.
Overlay of archaeological sites on palaeo-channel shows alignment of many Harappan period sites in
the region occupied by the Drashadvati river system' (Sharma er ol. 2005-06).

5. RESEERCH EIMS ET KARSOLA

The large-scale excavations carried out between2006-07 and 2009-10 at the site of Farmana in Rohtak
district, which is roughly 15 km south of Karsola, enabled t}e reconstruction of the cultural processes
linking the Early and Mature Harappan periods (Shinde er ol.20O8a; 2008b; 2009-10; 2011a).It was
not possible to study the transition from Mature to Late Harappan at Farmana due to the absence of
Late Harappan phase (the deposit of this phase was completely removed from the site by farmers).

The authors conducted an intensive survey of the site of Karsola before the commencement
of excavations, and coilected Mature Harappan, Late Harappan, PGW and Early Historic Rang
Mahal and stamped pottery. These data suggested that Karsola might be an ideal site to investigate
cultural processes responsible for the shift from Mature to Late Harappan, as well as the relationship
bet'ween Late Harappan and PGW cultures. Unfortunately, the excavation did not reveal a separate
horizon of the Mature Harappan phase at Karsola and hence the culrural shift to Late Harappan
phase could not be studied here also.

It was previously believed that the Late Harappan settlements disappeared around 1500 BC
and the Early Iron Age culrure (PGW) appeared around 1200 BC in north and north-west India.
Thus, there appeared to be a gap between these two cultural periods. The discovery of the site of
Bhagwanpura, Kurukshetra district, Haryana, in the 7970s was very significant, as it clarified the
relationship between Late Harappan and PGW cultures. The site was discovered in 7974 by R. S.
Bisht, the then Depury Director of Archaeology, Government of Haryana.

[n1975, J. P' Joshi of the ASI surveyed the site of Bhagwanpura and decided to undertake
a large-scale excavation there. This excavation revealed the presence of Late Harappan and pGW
pottery in one and the same level (Joshi 7993). This discovery led J. p. Joshi to hypothesize that
there was an overlap benareen these two cultures and that theywere contemporary, atleast in the
uPper parr of the Ghaggar basin. After the excavation at Bhagwanpura, J. p. Joshi concluded ,it may
perhaps be possible to postulate that there has been earlier stage of PGW culture interlocked with
the Late Harappan culture which is pre-iron. Even in this stage itself we may now recognize a sub-
phase of PGW which may perhaps be anterior or contemporary with pGW. The second stage is well
known with iron in the region and doab. In space we find PGW in Amritsar district and east of it.
This is an important aspect for consideration in eastward movement' (Joshi 1993:26).

The archaeological data related to the relationship berween Late Harappan and painted Grey
Ware cultures should have been critically assessed using archaeological data produced by scientific
excavations at other sites. A small excavation carried out at the Painted Grey Ware site of Madina in
Rohtak district of Haryana in2OO7 (Kumar et al. 2009) did not throw sufficient light on this important
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archaeological problem. If there is an overlap between the Late Harappan and PGW cultures, there

are rwo possibilities: (1) The Late Harappan continued to exist until the beginning of the thirteenth

century BC; (2) Aiternatively, the antiquity of PGW must extend back to around 1500 BC. As the site

of Karsola has the cultural sequence required to accept one of these possibilities, it was decided to

undertake research on the relationship between these two culrures. This excavation threw light on

the chronological positions of both these cultures.

The other objective of the excavation was to undertake a comparative analysis of the PGW

material excavated from the Ghaggar basin and the data obtained from the Ganga-Yamuna doab,

which is considered a core zone of the PGW. Over a thousand sites belonging to this culture have been

discovered so far, spread over a r,,ery large area from Jammu in the west to Bihar in the east. A large

number of sites have also been reported from Punjab, Haryana and Rajasthan. In spite of the fact that

so many sites have been discovered, none have been systematically horizontally excavated in order to

reconstruct their holistic lifestyle. The excaration at Karsola was designed to address these problems.

4. RESEARCH METHODOTOGY

As mentioned previously, the Karsola excavation was a collaborative effort benareen teams from

Deccan College and the ASI's Institute of Archaeology. Each team consisted of supervisors, senior

supervisors, students, and labourers from nearbv villages. The excavation began in mid-January,

after the team had planned the location of horizontal and vertical excavations and cleared ar,vay

vegetation from the surface of the mound'

The site consisrs of a mound of medium height (4.20 m deposit) topped by a small temple that

was consrructed at its highest point. The temple is rectangular in plan. Associated with the temple are

several smalier ,,*.*a"r, inciuding a brick reservoir, clean r,vater tank, bathhouse, and several small

(5 x 2 m) plots that have been dedicated to growing garden vegetables. The temple is located slightly

east of a large clearing at the top of the mound, which slopes gentiy dovrnwards to the level of the

alluvial plain to the west. A road connecting the temple to the main road winds along this gentle siope'

The temple,s bathhouse is small, Iocated alnrost due north of the temple itseli. Approximately midway

on rhe path between rhe temple and bathhouse is a clean water tank of baked brick construction'

To the east of the temple is a brick reservoir, covered with cement. The positions of these modern

structures necessarily resfricted the location of our horizontal excavation area'

Approxima,"ry f SO m easr of the temple is a large pit which was under excavation by the

farmers, who were in the process of levelling an approximately 100 x 200 m section of the mound

in order to facilitate the flow of water berween two agricultural fields. Though the large-scale

destruction of such a significant portion of the site is unfortunate, the farmers paused whenever

they accideltally uncovered an important archaeoiogical feature, giving the team time to conduct

hasry excavations before resuming the destruction of the field. In addition to this cutting, the mound

is riddled with small pits that are around 20 cm deep. These pits were cut in order to plant trees'

Only a small number of these pits have actuaily been planted. There are [wo or three deeper pits,

whose intended use is less clear, though at present they are used as refuse pits'
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This was the opening season at Karsola, and as such our excavation methodology was

exploratory, though with the aforementioned research objectives in mind. No structural remains
were apparent on the surf'ace of the mound. The most important pattern evident in the surface
materials was an increase in the densiry of Late Harappan materials ro the south-east of the temple.
As such, a generalized excavation pian was devised, which included a large horizontal exposure
at the top of the mound, west of the temple, and three index trenches. One index trench (AX11)
was established to the south of the horizontal exposure, anorher ro the west of the temple (i{(6),
approximately 20 m from the brick water reservoir, and a last (IJ7) to rhe north-east of the temple,
between the main excavation area and the farmers'pit.

The main excavation area consisted of a horizontal exposure to the west of the temple. Given
that little information was available on the surface of the mound, and one of the project's primary
goals was to uncover synchronic data about Karsola's occupants' way of life during the pGW period,
we attempted to exPose the uppermost phase of occupation ro rhe west of the temple. The team
devised a grid of 5 x 5 m trenches that could cover every part the mound's surface, referencing a
single master site datum (located approximately 15 m to the west of the temple's walls). This grid
was divided into four quadrants, one each to the north-west, north-east, sopth-west and south-east.
The trenches in each quadrant were numbered according to the quadrant in which they fell. The
syntax used to number each trench is given in Table 1 below:

YB2 YA2 AY2 BY2

YB,I YA1 AY1 BY1

XB1 XA1 AX1 BX1

XB2 XA2 AX2 BX2

TasLE 1 Division of the excavqtion
site at Karsola into quadrants

North-west Quadrant: "Y' (denoting quadrant) + (horizontal location given by a letter) +
(vertical location given by a number). Thus, the first trench location ro the north-west of the site
datum was given the number yA1.

South-west Quadrant: 'X,, (denoting quadrant) + (horizontal
(vertical location given by a nurrrber). Thus, the first trench location
darum was given the number XA1.

North-east Quadrant: (horizontal location given by a letter) + ".r' (denoting quadrant) +
(vertical location given by a number). Thus, the first trench location to the norrh-east of the site
datum was given the number Ay1.

South-east Quadrant: (horizontal location given by a letter) + "x" (denoting quadrant) +
(vertical location given by a number). Thus, the first trench location to the north-\ .est of the site
datum was given the number AX1.

This simple system provided a 5 x 5 m cell for every part of Karsola Kheda,s sun%ce.

location given by a letter) +
to the south-west of the site
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All trenches were excavated in the following manner. First, approximately 10 cm of topsoil

was removed. Salient finds were recorded, but most of this material l,vas so mixed lhat it was

discarded. Next, each trench was divided into four quadrants that corresponded to the cardinal

directions. Trench supervisors then determined hor,v much sediment to remove in one or more

quadrants. These sediments were loosened using hand picks. The loosened sediments were then

either sorted by hand using an excavation knife or sieved through a quarter-inch screen near the

bac6ill pile. once the loosened soil was removed from the quadrants, the floor of the trench was

carefuliy levelled using flat scrapers and excavation knives. Sometimes trowels were employed in

this operation. Sections were also straightened at this point. After levelling, the entire quadrant was

brushed and swept. Next, trench supervisors inspected the cleaned floors and sections, and newly

identified features were identified and traced'

After a trench supervisor identified a feature, it was traced and adjoining quadrants of

sediment were removed to determine its extent. Any features that contained discrete sediments

(pits, hearths, kilns, etc.) were ffaced, and their interiors bisected from north and south, and then

carefully excavated. Half of this material was then excavated, producing a section down the middle of

the feature that could help clarify the relationship between the feature,ofld its surrounding contexts'

once the supervisor (in conjunction with other senior staff) established a working interpretation,

the remaining interior material was excavated. The material excavated from the interior of such a

feature was kept separate from that recovered in the surrounding sediment matrix' which would be

excavated in the same manner as described above'

when architectural elements were identified, they were traced and exposed by carefully

excavating the material around them. Thorough descriptions, including measurements' of each

architectural erement of an archaeologicar feature were written in the trench's notebook' The

quadrant or quadrants of the trench to which the feature belonged were also noted'

AII excavated materials were divided into lots, each of which contains ceramics, bone and

antiquities. A lot represents material recovered either from a number of artificial quadrants' the

interior of a pit, o, ,h" fill from one side or a portion of the material from one side of a wall of a

major feature. The starting depth and ending depth of each lot was recorded in reference to the sire's

datum, and the characteristics of the soil recovered were also recovered' Lastiy, a rough top plan'

not to scale, was created for each lot, to assist in its later study' In addition to trench notebooks' a

site journar was arso kept by one of the members of the excavarion staff, which provided a s)mthetic

daily overview of excavation activities in each trench. Informal photos were taken each day of each

trench under excavatign to provide another level of detail in the data recorded at the site'

Ceramics recovered from each lot were placed in a discrete square in the site's pottery yard'

which was established to the north of the horizontal excavation area to the west of the temple' Bone

was likewise placed in the pottery yard. Both bone and ceramics were then carefully cleaned with a

soft brush and water and tentatively analyzed in the field'

Antiquities were taken to camp and assigned accession numbers in the site's master registry'

lvhen possible, the three dimensional location (distance from a horizontal and vertical baulk in

the trench, and depth from site datum) of each object was recorded; but, as many antiquities were
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found in the process of sieving, sorting, or loosening the soil. it was not always possible to record
their provenence to this level of detail.

5. OUERHEED PHOTO SYSTEM

The photographic record of an archaeological excavation is one of the most reliable and authentic
documentation methods available to archaeologists. Over the years, photography rechniques and
equipment have undergone sea changes due to the introduction of digital cameras and the advanced
post-processing capacities of modern image analysis software. Ir is high time excavators kept abreast
of these developments. At Karsola, Adam Green, New York University, helped us develop a new
Overhead Photo System (OPS), which is not oniy useful for accurate documentation but also for the
construction of overhead photographic mosaics of excavated trenches. The system we developed
and used at Karsola is described in detail so that it can be integrated into archaeological excavations
throughout India, and refined.

A. Planning your photo

The Overhead Photo System (OPS) is based on rhe sysrem developed by Mr. Murat Akar at the
Alalakh excavation in Turkey (wwv.alalakh.org). It consists of a standard DSLR camera, remote
control, rwo tall poles (at Karsola we used 9 m iron pipes) with a cable stmng between rhem, and a
wooden box that allows the camera to face the ground while suspended from the cables. Two support
ropes connected to the top of each pole and two control ropes tied to the sides of the box and ,rr.rrri.rg
through holes at the top of each pole are also necessary. The images can be processed using a variety
of software packages. The Karsola project used Adobe Creative Suite 2 (photoshop) and ATcGIS g.2.

The photo system facilitates naro possible procedures: (1) It can create a georectified mosaic
image of a large horizontally exposed area, and (2) it can creare distortion-free overhead detail shots of
exposed archaeological fearures in a single trench. The first procedure is appropriate for documenting
feantres that extend through several trenches. The second is faster, and can be used to record single
features, which would have been draram by a draftsman in the past. Note that the first procedure
encompasses the second, so if the system is used to create proper mosaic images of large areas, it is
not necessary to then create individual photos of isolated features for illustration. For this reason, we
wiil begin by outlining the second procedure. Note that the best time to take either kind of image is in
the morning or evening, when there are no shadows on the trench that you want to record.

B. creating Distortion Free Images of Single Features
1' Prepare the trench: Make sure the trench is swept clean and important features are clearly
visible' Place a north arrow in the trench. If the baulks are still intact, use them as a scale. A proper
meter stick can also be added to the photo, peripheral to the fearures to be recorded.
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2. Set up the photo sysrem: Position the poles on either side of the trench to be photographed. Note

that the camera will focus on the centre point beneath it, so be sure to place the poles in line with the

fearure you wanr to photograph (P1. 26C). Connect the camera box to the cable and tie the cable to the

top of each pole. Nexr, run control ropes th-rough the holes on top of either pole. Extend the control

,op., ,o the base of the poles in the direction away from the trench' Run a support rope from the top

oleach pole to its base, placing the loose end of the rope behind the control rope. Slide the camera

box to the middle of the cable, and assign ream members to hold both control ropes and both support

ropes. Also assign team members to }ift and support each pole. When raised, everyone involved in the

,yr,"*,, operation should be in line with one another, with the camera box suspended ben'rreen them'

3. Set up the camera: Turn on the camera and set it up to take pictures via remote controi' The

exact procedure for doing this varies berween cameras'

4. Raise the poles: After placing the camera in the box, ensuring that it lies flat and faces the

ground, slor,vly raise the poles. It is imPortant to raise both poles at the same speed so that the

camera does not slide back and forth. once the poles are lifted, hold them firmly in place to

minimize cable movement'

5. slide rhe camera box to the left side of the fearure and take at leastihree photos when the cabies

stabilize. Repeat these steps for the middle of the feature and the right side of the feature'

6. Slowly lower the poles and check the images produced by the camera' If they are washed out'

decrease exposure compensation and try again. If they are blurred, adjust the poles so that the

centre point of the camera is on the feature you want to sharpen and try again'

7. Import the photos: on a computer at the excavation camp, create a unique folder for the project,s

overhead photos. use distortion correction sofrware (such as Adobe photoshop cS) to co*ect the

image that best capftlres the feature you wanr to illustrate, and then trace it using illustration

sofrware (such as Adobe Iiiustrator CSi. If it is impossible to complete this step in the field' create a

.zip folder ar the end of the season. Be sure to regurarry back up a, digital data created in the field'

C.ProcedureforCreatingaGeorectifiedPhotosraphic
Mosaic Using the OPS and ATcGIS

The strength of the ops is that it facilitates the rapid digitization of fierd data for use in ArcGIS,
,- anarrnqti^n lerrel

;?:::';:x:;;;,, and other anaryses can be conducted very rapidlv. once an occupation rever

-L:^ -^-^i^ ^f tl'a

or building has been exposed, it is a good idea to make a georectified phctographic mosaic of the

-L. ia tha cqmp 2q

;"#;:;il;'*d reporting. The basic procedure for taking the photographs is the same as

above,butmoreelaboratesetupofthetrenchandnotesarerequired.

1. Select a rrench for photography and ensure that it has been properly scraped and cleaned'

2. create contror points by placing smail metal rings at regular intervals trrroughout the trench'
.--irL ^^*+*nl nnirf

;r:j;".:;ffi';;;, shourd be visible in the overhead photos and flagged with control point
,^--^-L^l At loacf

;ffi#"#;""# rhese are evenry distributed throughout the area to be photographed' At least
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three control points in each 5 x 5 m trench shouid be used, though larger numbers will increase the
accuracy of the resulting photographs.

3. Record the three-dimensional location of each control point in refurence to the site datum or a
geographic coordinate system. This data can be collected manually or by using a total station. Each
point must be clear$ recorded and organized to ensure the creation of an accurate photo mosaic.

4. Create a series of overlapping photos using the OPS. The procedure for taking the photo is the
same as the one described above. Be sure to label the resulting files and keep them organized.
5- Import the photos into the site's computer. Select the ones you will use for the mosaic (enough
photos to cover the entire exposure). Import the three-dimensional coordinates of each control
point into a spreadsheet software such as Microsoft Excel.

6. Fix the distortion in the photos using the same procedure as outlined above.
7. The resulting photos can be georectified by importing them inro ArcGIS, which rectifies them
using the three-dimensional coordinates of the conrrol points in the photo. The resulting images can
be used to conduct a wide range of spatial analyses using GIS sofrware.

6. CULTURAT SESUENCE

one of the major aims of this project was to assess Karsola's scope for providing intact archaeological
contexts reflecting life during each of the periods involved in the transition from Late Harappan to
PGW cultures' As such, we sought to: 1. systematically coilect ceramic assemblages with known
stratigraphic relationships, to assess the cultural sequence of the site, and 2. horizontally expose
contexts that date to the latest period of occupation at the site.

To this end, seventeen adjacent 5 x 5 m trenches were established on the highest portion
of the mound where structure layouts should be best preserved, and three index ffenches were
established on the southern (8x11), eastern (Ifi6), and northern (Ly7) slopes of the mound (see
Table 1)' A fourth index trench was established when the southern index trench proved ro be roo
disturbed by recent human activity to provide a reliable cultural sequence. This report provides a
preliminary discussion of the ceramic rypes recovered from the site as well as a description of the
cultural sequence attained from the LY7 index trench that reached sterile soil.

LY7 was the first index trench to reach sterile soil. As such, it is possibie to give a detailec
account of the cultural materials recovered through its excavation. It is located on the slope of thr:
mound, 1'56 m below the site's darum point (as measurecl from the trench's north-east peg), whicl
was established near the temple in the main area under horizontal excavation. The team removecl
a total of thirry-three lots from LY7, and excavators recorded the contextual details of each lot.
The trench was excavated in quadrants; when no features were apparent, artificial contexts wert:
created by dividing the trench in four and excavating material from one-fourth of the trench. Whe,
the team encountered a feature, it was treated as a separate lot and excavated before the level of its
quadrant was again lowered. What follows is a description of each of the seven archaeological layers
excavated from LY7. This information is summarized in Figure 1.
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Frc 1 Secrio n of LY7, illustratin'g the stratigraphic sequence

A. Layer L: Humus and surface Material (surface to 32 cm [max])

Layer 1 consists of greyish, loose sediments mixed with plant material and brickbats' A simiiar

matrix comprises the topsoil found all over the mound. This layer contained a mix of ceramics from

the Early Historic and PGW periods (Fig' 1)'

B. Layer 2: Patchy Grey sediments (Layer 1 to 53'60 cm [max])

This layer consisrs of yellowish-grey sediments lhat are variously compact and hard or loose' In the

upper part of the layer is a mix of Early Historic ceramics' The iower part contains an assemblage

of pGW ceramics. A frrg*.rr,ary mud floor is associated with the PGW ceramics' It is located at a

depth of 23 cm from the bottom of Layer 1. The floor is made of silt, lime, and potsherds' which

resulted in good preservation of the floor fragments the team exposed' It extends through the

south-east and south-west quadrants of the trench. The remaining quadrants (north-east and north-

west) are disturbed by pits that were created by later occupants of the site' The floor is cracked and

irregular, probabry due to chemicar reactions resurting from exposure ro sunlight (caco3+light)'

The floor is 21 cm thick. Though this rayer contains ceramics from both the pGW and Early Historic

periods, Early Historic ceramics dominate the assemblage'
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C. Layer 3: Yellow-Grey Sediments (Layer 2 to 24'25 cm [max])

This layer is loosely compacted and contains a large proportion of organic materials. It is interrupted

by a pit that contained loose, ashy soil with charcoal, bones, and a few potsherds. The top of the pit
extends above the mud-floor in Layer 2.

A number of other pits were also found in the trench, all of which contained ceramics from
the Early Historic period. These pits extended to different depths throughout the trench. An overhead
view of these pits during excavation is available inPl. 27A. Not only were the ceramic assemblages

of these pits very well preserved, the pit in the northern half of the trench produced a well-preserved
Zebu figurine. Terracotta bull figurines are common at Early Historic sites in India.

D. Layer 4: Yellow-Brown Sediments (Layer 3 to 31-36 cm [max])
This layer is composed of yeliow-bro'rvn sediments that are patchy like those in Layer 2. Some
areas of this layer are compact and others are loose. This layer contains ceramics, bones, calcium
carbonate from decomposing floors, and Late Harappan pottery in small amounts.

These sherds are medium-fired. The layer is cut by the pits mentioned above. Possible insect
activity has left a streak of decomposing organic material in this layer. To a small extent, rhe area
that appears to have been disturbed by insect activity exrends into Layer 3.

E. Layer 5: Yellow-Brown sediments (Layer 4 to s9-49 cm [max])
This layer consists of loose yellow-brown sediments that appear to have been heaviiy disturbed by
earthworms. Several well-fired pottery sherds were recovered from this layer, but their cultural
affiliation is unciear. In addition to the sherds, bone and calcium carbonate from decomposing
structural remains were also recovered. This is the iowest layer into which the pits from Layer 3 cut.

F. Layer 6: Grey-Brown sediments (Layer 5 to 1g-23 cm tmax])
This layer consists of grey-brown sediments that are very compact and hard. These sediments
surround a burnt patch at the top of the layer. Though a small number of potsherds were recovered,
they were insufficient to confidently assign this layer to a cultural period.

G. Layer 7: Natural Soil (Layer 6 to 35 cm [max])
This layer consists of natural soil that is yellow-brown in colour. This is the alluvial floor on whictr
the original occupants of the site established their settlement.
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H. The Cultural Sequence Revealed

The excavation revealed a rwo-fold cultural sequence:

Period I: Late Harappan

Period Ii: Painted Grey Ware

Though there is a considerable amount of Early Historic (Kushan/Gupta) pottery on the

surface of the settlement, no distinct horizon of this period was found in any of the index trenches

at the site. The Early Historic pottery was found mostly in the pits, emanating from the surface of

the site. There is a possibiliry that the Early Historic occupation at the site was very small, possibly

temporary, and that it has not yet been identified by excavations. However, people belonging to

the Early Historic period dug a number of garbage and storage pits all over the site, which were

encountered in a number of the trenches that have been excavated.

There appears to be a gap berween the Late Harappan and PGW cultures at Karsola.

Considering the nature of pottery at the site, it appears that the late phase of PGW is present at

Karsola as opposed to the early phase, which was found at Bhagwanpura.

The Late Harappan phase could be dated to 1900-1500 BC based on comparisons between

its material culture una otn"t sites, whereas the PGW could be dated between 800 and 600 BC'

Layers 6 to 4 belong to Period I (Late Harappan) and 3 to 1 to Period II (PGW)' Of the total

habitation deposit of 3.5 m, the uPper 1.5 m belongs to the PGW and the iower 2 m to the Late

Harappan period.

Z. PERIOD I: LATE H6R6PPEN CUMURE

The Late Harappan phase at Karsola is a decadent continuation of the Harappan tradition that

flourished in the Ghaggar basin. Most of the regionar Harappan pottery continued in this phase too'

However, one can see qualitative and quantitative changes in this material. The regional pottery that

was introduced by the Hakra and Sothi cultures in the Ghaggar/Hakra basin persisted throughout

the Harappan. There are a few Late HarapPan settlements reported in this region and most of them

are located away from the Ghaggar and chautang river banks.

The thickness of the habitation deposit belonging to this period varies from 2 m in the centre

and the eastern side to 1 m towards the southern slope. Though the Late Harappan occupation

at the site is poor in terms of strucrural remains and material equipment, it may have been an

important agricuitural village as it is bound by fertile arable land.

The site is also in the proximiry of good natural clay suitable for pottery and bricks, materials

which played an important iole in the economic organization of the Late Harappan phase in the

chautang basin. Towards the eastern periphery where the farmers are removing the habitation soil'

a few pottery kilns have been rescued, suggesting that poffery manufacture was one of the major

activities at the site along with agriculture. The following are some important features partially

excavated in the Late Harappan phase at Karsola'
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A. Mud Wall and Furnace in Trench AX11 and BXl1
Index trench AX11 is situated along the southern periphery of rire site. It is located 120 cm below the
datum point. Ercavations in the northern half of the trench were abandoned after reaching the end
of Layer 2 as we detected a modern PVC water pipeline. For this reason, the index trench BXllwas
opened to its immediate east for further excavation. The stratigraphy in the south-east quadrant of
trench AX11 dug ro rhe natural level is as follows:

Layers 1 and 2 are badly disturbed due to modern pits, and ant balis and rodent holes were
found in the lower layers.
Layer 1: Humus (Surface to 18 cm [average])
This layer consisted of soil that is yellowish-grey in colour, loose in consistency, and filled with
ceramic fragments belonging to both the Early Historic and pGW periods.
Layer 2: Silty Sediments (Layer 1 to 40 cm [average])
These sediments are yellowish-white and loose in consistency. They comprise silt, kankar nodules,
and lime patches. Cultural material included both Early Historic and pGW ceramics, as well as
bones. The layer's average thickness is 22 cm.

Layer 3: compact Yellowish-lvhite silt (Layer 2 to Tocm [average])
This layer consists of sediments that are yellowish-white (as above), but extremeiy compact in
consistence. These sediments contained a mixed ceramic assemblage belonging to the Late Harappan,
PG\'V, and Early Historic periods as well as bone. Sediments are silty and contain kankar nodules.
Its average thickness is 30 cm.

Layer 4: Loose Grey Silt (Layer 3 to 96 cm [average])
This layer consists of greyish sediments that are loose in consistency. They are silty and contair
kankar nodules as well as ceramics belonging to the Late Harappan period, and bone. The layer,r;
average thickness is 26 cm.

Layer 5: Natural Soil (Layer 4 to 131 cm [average])
This layer consists of yellowish, compact natural soil lacking any sofr of cultural material.

i. Mud Walls

A mud structure, survived only by its base, was identified in the north-east quadrant of the trench.
It was partially excavated (Pl. 27B). Three mud walls were identified in the trench. They appear t,:
have belonged to a house complex with a number of rooms. The wali remains were excavated in a r
area of 2'5 x 2'5 m' They belonged to rwo rooms. The main wall (wall 1) runs from north-east tf,
south-west and was excavated to a length of 2.5 m. This wall is 60 cm broad and has survived to a
thickness of 20 cm. It has been cut towards its western end by a large pGW pit (with a diameter.f
1'90 m)' Its eastern end is bounded by another wall (wall 2) running north-west to south-east. Th.s
wall was exposed to a length of 40 cm, and has an average width of 50 cm. The third wall emanat<:s
from the middle of the first wall and runs north-west ro sourh-east. Ir has survived to a thickness of
25 cm and was exposed to a length of 1.90 m. It is 40 cm broad.
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These are the only stmctural remains from the Late Harappan period that were excavated

at Karsola. Large-scale disturbances in other trenches may have obscured or eliminated the remains

of flimsy or itineranr structures in other parts of the site. Some of the trenches have post-holes in

them, but no definite patterns could be identified. The Late Harappan people at Karsola may have

used simple mud structrtres, as there is no apparent use of bricks at this site. In the absence of bricks,

patterned post holes, or intact floors, coherent structural plans cannot be identified at Karsola'

ii.Furnace in Trench BXll

Trench BXll,Situated to the east of AXll,Was Selected for excavation in order to exarnine the

stratigraphy on the southern periphe理 ′ofthe rnound,but wvork was suspended after the disCOVery

of a furnace and associated water container at a depth of l.92 1n from the datunl point.

The circular furnace/hearth was identified in the north―
WeSt quadrant of the trench. It

vvas located 2.80 m to the、 vest Of the eastern section and l.03 m south Of the northern sectiOn

(Pl.27C― D).The Circular ftrnace had a diameter of 82 cln and a clay Wall of 7 cm thickness.At its

centre was a Clay stump.The sides and bOttom ofthe furnace were bumt red due to cOnstant use

over a substantial period Of tilne.Parts OfitS vvestern periphery were damaged due tO rodent holes.

The furnace cOntained ash,burnt clay clots and a fevv Late Harappan pottery fragments.

To the south of the furnace was an elongated feature vvith a terracotta lining.It rested on

the same level and vvas thus contemporary with the furnace.The distance benveen the f■
lrnace and

the elongated feature waS 30 cm.It Was oriented in the north―
West tO SOuth‐ west direction and Only

small portion ofits vvestern end fellin the baulk benveen AXll and BXll.

The terracotta lining aSSOCiated with this feature waS 3 cm thick.The feature waS exposed to

a length Of 3.05 1n and its average breadth Was 55 cm.There is a possibility that thiS ob10ng Channel

■vas dug in the ground and then Plastered with clay,which was fired in sitll.As thiS feamre is located

close to a furnace,it Was probably uSed as a water COntainer.Such containers are usually found near

metal WOrldng furnaces aS VVater is necesSary to quench lnetal during prOduction.

This kind of furnace/water storage feature has not been identified at other sites in the

subcontinent,and lnay be indiCative of a unique fOrnl of copper lnetallurgy during the Late Harappan

period.Unfortunately,no slags were recoVered,sO it iS impossible to investlgate thiS posSib■
ity further.

Three post holes were alsO exposed in thiS trench,Which Were fOund in the north―
east,SOuth― east,and

sOuth―west quadrants.The posthOles in the north―
east and south― east quadrants had 15-cnl diameters,

whereas the one located in the south‐
west quadrant had a 10-cln diameter.Allthree post holes had a

depth of 5 cm.There is a possibility that thiS copper WOrkshop waS COVered with a superstructure.

B. Possible Kiln ComPlex

outside the main excavation areas, east of the temple, the team accidentally discovered a circular

kiln compiex with fired-red bricks'
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A number of farmers who were engaged with lowering the level of a field abutting the site

identified a brick ring beneath their tractors. They brought this ro the attention of the excavators,

who began an effort to rescue the feature. It soon became apparent that what appeared to be a
single kiln was a smali part of a larger complex of circular features. They may even constitute
some kind of craft production area on the periphery of the site. Considering the nature of the
features, comparison with the data from other sites from the Ghaggar basin, and the clay stumps
associated with them, the complex may be associated with the Late Harappan period. it contained
Eariy Historic pottery which is secondary filled in after the abandonment of the features. These
kilns do not appear to have been used constantly for a long period as the sides and bottom have not
been burnt brick-red. They may have been abandoned after one or two uses.

The initial feahrre (Pit No. 1) was excavated and the surrounding area was levelled and
swept. As students finished excavating Pit No. 1, it was evident that the possible kiln was the central
element of a cluster of six similar circular features immediately adjacent to it. The farmers obliged
the team with a couple of days to investigate the fearures, during which time all but one was
excavated entirely.

Due to the conditions of this small rescue operation, it was impossible to lay out proper
trenches and reveal the exterior surfaces of the features. Thus, all that was recovered was the size
and shape of each feature and a sample of its contents.

The kiln complex consists of six circular features in the sourh-east corner of a field. They lie
approximately 150 m east of the temple that sits atop the mound. They were numbered according
to the order in which they were excavared (pl. 2BA).

Pit No. 1: This pit was the first to be identified and excavared. It had a diameter of 2.7o m and
was ringed by orange sediments that may be the traces of bricks or fired clay. It was filled with a
mixrure of loose and hard sediments that were predominately brown, though some flecks of black
or Srey ashy material were also identified. It was filled with materials reminiscent of a feature thar
was heated to high temPeratures in the past. The sediments inside the pit contained a fair amount
of moisrure. A large quantity of pottery and bones were recovered from its interior, though these
may have been deposited after the feature was abandoned. This may well be the case, as the section
through the centre of the pit clearly indicates that layers were added through time, each sealing the
one below it. It was excavated to a depth of 73 cm, though the hasry rescue excavation may have
slightly overshot its base. It produced several antiquiries, including a bone point, rerracotta beads,
and a terracotta hopscotch set.

This feature was probably a kiln, as fleck of ashy grey sediments were recovered from inside
it, and its thin lining was burnt orange. However, it should be noted that no air intakes, entrances,
or other structural elements sometimes associated with kilns have been identified. Additionally,
the artefacts recovered from its interior appear to have been deposited after the feature was nc
longer subject to heating, as the kiln's section was clearly layered and the artefacts were not burnt.
In addition, none of the artefacts recovered from the complex itself reflect production activities
(there is no kiln furniture, unfired pots, caches of fuel, etc.), though a number of pottery dabbe*;
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are apparent in the lnaterial removed by the farmers.In sun■ ,the exact use of this feature cannot

be inferred due to the conditions under vvhich the tearll had to conduct their recovery efforts,

Pit No.2:This circular feature、 へ√as iocated to the north―west of Pit No.1.It was slightly smaller,

■vith a diameter of 180 cm.It also appears to have been much shallo、 ハ′er,as it、 げas only excavated

to a depth of 20 cnl,1へ ′here several cross― Inending pottery fragments appeared to sit on a floor.The

sedilnents inside vvere moist,like those found in Pit No.1,but they vvere much darker and redder

in colour.Its contents vvere allnost identical to those FeCOVered from Pit No.1,including ceraΠlics

and bone fragments,alongマⅦth a single terracotta bead.Though this feature vvas also tentatively

identified as a kiln,itlacks a bumt orange ring lining siln■ar to the one found in association Ⅵ減th Pit

No.1.However,its contents,including some Harappan Pottery,are burnt,unlike those recovered

from Pit No.1.

Pit No.3:This wvas the largest of the features fbund in the kiln complex,located due south of Pit

No.1.Its diameter was 300 cm,butit was only excavated to 20 cm below the surface,as the soll

below it was much more compactthan the loose wet materialfound immediateけ
be10W the surface.

Additionally,there were a number oflarge,cross― mending ceramic iagments sitting on top ofthe

compact`floor'of the feature.The sedilnents removed vVere moi6t and grey―
brow、En in contrast with

those inside pits No.l and 2.No antiquities were recovered from the pit.

Pit No.4:Immediately to the east of Pit No.3 was Pit No.4,Only half of this Pit was excavated,as

it seems to cut Very deep(63 cm)be10W the surface.It was also sma11,With a diameter of 140 cm.

Though it produced a large quantity of POttery and bOne,no antiquities vvere recovered.

Pit No.5:Pit No.5 was north of Pit No.4 and north― west of Pit No.1.It vvas only excavated 13 cm

belovv the uneven surface of the field.Several stones were found sitting on its floor.The sedilnents

inside ofit were loose and grey― brown,the same colour as those found in Pit No.3,though Pit No.

5 did also contain flecks of ash.Lots of potte■ ′and bone was recovered fron■ the pit.A decorated

disc,unidentified iron otteCt,and copper otteCt Were recoVered from the pit。

Pit No.6:This pit was 10Cated to the west of Pit No.1,beyond Pit N6.2.It was approximately the

same size as Pit No.1,though it VVas only excavated to a depth of 17 cm belov√
the surface of the

field.It produced only potsherds and bOnes,though it did contain a large quantity of ash.Othen″
ise,

the soil was grey― brown.

It is tempting to think of this cluster of features as a VVell―
establiShed kiln complex,and thiS

is certainly a possible interpretation.However,lt must be noted that these features were excavated

under extremely unfavourable conditions,fronl an uneven surface level,to different depths.There

was not rnuch tilne to remove any of the sedilnents surrounding their exteriors,one possible result

being the inability to identlサ certain kinds of structural elements assOCiated with kilns at other

sites.The artefacts that were recovered were probably dёposited after the complex was abandoned,

and as such they donit really weigh ihto the discussion.HoWeVer,as mentioned pre宙
ously,the size

and shape of several of the pits is COnsiStent with kilns identified at Harappan sites in the Ghaggar

basin(Shinde ct αl.201la‐b),and Pit No.l and 2 were certainly used for heating before their

abandonment.
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C. Kiln in North-east Corner of Farmers' Cut

Scraping on the eastern end of the northern secrion of the farmer's cut revealed a large lump
of smooth, vitrified, hollow teal material. The team identified this material as er.idence for the
extremeiy high temperatures often used for production during the cultural periods associated with
Karsola. This material was later identified by James Lankton as vitrified clay, which he believed had
been part of the clay iining fbr a kiln or furnace.

As subsequent scraping and levelling around the material macie clear, it was the centrepiece
of an extensive pyro-technological installation in the north-east corner of the cut. This installation
was probably a two-chambered kiln designed to reach very high temperatures, though it may also
represent two separate kilns, one constructed after the first was abandoned. It may not be possible
to rule out either hypothesis until laboratory analysis of the sediments collected from each chamber
is conducted..

The kiln in the north-east corner of the farmers' cut is similar to the Harappan features
identified at sites like Farmana (Shinde et al. 2Ol7a) and Girawad (Shinde et at. 2Ol1b). On plan,
the installation consists of rwo superimposed 'chambers' that are oriented north to south. The
northern or Upper Chamber overlaps the larger Lower Chamber to the'south. Additionally, the
Lower chamber was found at a greater depth than the upper chamber. The upper chamber sits
directly on top of the ash layer that fills the Lower Chamber. The maximum width from east to wesr
in the lower chamber is 2.38 m, and the maximum width of the upper chamber is 2.30 m.

After an initial cleaning, the team decided to fully excavare the kiln. Because ir was located
far from the gridded excavation and our time was constrained, rescue methods had to be developed
on the spot. A stepped trench, rectangular and measuring 1.46 m in length and 146.5 m in width
was laid out around the feature in order to trace and expose its elements, which were found at
different depths. First, four steps were cut into the section. These steps corresponded to the terracing
of the section created by the farmer's cuts into the pit. only the top of the lump of vitrified clay was
apparenr in the upper step.

The next step, aPproximately 50 cm lower than the firsr, comprised the bulk of the feature,s
upper chamber. The next step lacked material from the upper chamber, but contained material
from the Lower chamber. The bottom step extended approximately 60 cm into the floor of the
farmers' cut. systematic excavation began with this bottom step in order to identify the extent of the
feature, and then began at the top of the steps in order to identify the extent of the Upper chamber
and clarify the relationship berween the two.

As there was abundant ash in the Lower Chamber, and only small clumps of ash in the
upper chamber (along with the virrified clay), it is likely that the rwo chambers comprised a single
composite kiln, which had a Lower Chamber for fuel and an Upper Chamber for holding the materials
to be fired' The vitrified clay in the upper chamber is a good indication that extreme remperatures
were achieved within it (in excess of 1000" C), and may have been produced when the clay lining of
the upper chamber's walls melted. This may have actually caused the installation,s abandonment.

Note that it is possible that the two chambers actually belonged to rwo single-chamber kilns
that were built in two different phases; the upper chamber kiln may have been built after the Lower
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Chamber kiln was abandoned. If this was indeed rhe case, ttren the Upper Chamber kiln wouid have

been built immediately after rhe Lower Chamber fell otit of use, as it is quite clear in the section that

its floor sits directly on top of material from the Lower Chamber.

i. Lower Chamber

The initial excavation of the feature focused on identifying the extent of the Lower Chamber, which

extends well beyond the Upper Chamber into the floor of the pit. It is the larger of the rwo features,

characterized by several circular patches of ashy sediment with charcoal fragments' The total extent

of the ashy patches forms a large, oblong circle extending south from the Upper chamber, which

overiaps its northern third. No claywall or lining is apparent, unlike the walls and floor of the Upper

Chamber.

Between the ashY

sandy material subdivide

extended period of time

patches are angular ,bars' of grey-brown sandy materiai. These bars of

tt e ashy patches, which also appear to have been deposited over an

(there are light grey 'floors' in between layers of ashy material in the

section).
These bars, which form a complicated network through the ashy material that comprises

most of the Lower chamber's contents, may be the remains of sand that was included with fuel

for the kiln, providing insuiation that could have extended the period of time for which the kiln

retained heat. They may also be the remains of sediments that were packed around the fuel that

was used to heat the kiln, slowing the rate at which it burned' If they are the remains of bricks'

then they could reflect a latticework that helped support the structure of the Lower Chamber'

Another possibiliry is that something - perhaps saggars or kiln furniture - was placed inside the

kiln within the fuel, and then removed after firing was completed, Ieaving voids in the ash which

were subsequently filled with ash. Laboratory testing of samples taken from this material may

provide some insight into this question'

Another important feature of the Lower chamber (which is also found in the Upper chamber)

is a series of circular elements locatecl close to the chamber's periphery' These circular elements'

rnihich may be vents, are ringed with denser clay or mud that is different from the materials used to

construct other parts of the kiln. Each air hore measures around 7 cm in diameter. The clay that was

used to line each one has been stained deep black from firing the kiln'

It is of note that no clear clay lining has been identified around the Lower chamber' while

the boundaries of the Upper chamber are quite clear. Additionally, nowhere in the Lower chamber

was clay or surrounding sediments burnt red, a transformation that occurs when local clays are

used for long and repeated heating. This is in stark contrast with the upper chamber' which has

burnt red sediments arong its entire periphery. Note that if the n,o chambers did operate as a single

kiln, then it may be expected that the tower chamber, where fuel was burned, wouid not reach the

same temperatures as the Upper chamber, where heat was channelled. The lack of any clear clay

boundary may also be a preservation issue'
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ii. Upper Chamber

The Upper Chamber is either the firing chamber of a two-chambered kiln or a separate kiln built
after the abandonment of the Lower Chamber. It is very well preserved, with numerous features
apparent. It lies immediately north of the Lower Chamber, overlapping the northern third of the

Lower Chamber. The northern portion of the Upper Chamber would have required some kind of
underlying support (P1. 2BB).

The Upper Chamber is almost as wide, from east to west, as the lower chamber, though
its surviving walls indicate that its shape was much more truncated, not elongated like the Lower
Chamber's. These wails are well preserved. The Upper Chamber's floor is also very clear in rhe
section of the second step from the top, represented by a pronounced layer of burnt clay sloping
downwards to the middle of the Lower Chamber, which lies 10 cm above. Directly under its floor is
burnt ashy sediment from the Lower Chamber. This indicates that if itwas a subsequent construction,
it must have been installed immediately after the Lower Chamber fell out of use. Whether or not
the chambers belong to the same installation, their proximity indicates that they were very closely
related and functionally different, as the contents of the Lower Chamber are ashy and abundant,
and the Upper Chamber contains ceramics and vitrified clay, which is its,most salient feature.

Toward the wesrern side of the Upper Chamber is a large (72 x T2 cm) irregular and
undulating square lump of vitrified clay. The vitrified clay is teal to greenish-white in colour, with
interior bubbles that are a deep shiny black. The material is very similar ro rhe over-fired bricks
produced at a nearby brick kiln identified by James Lankton. The vitrification of a large amounl
of clay material within the upper chamber may have prompted its abandonment. If not, then the
kiln must have been used for something other than pottery production, as the clay in this area onl1.
vitrifies at temperatures in excess of 1000" C.

As abundant as it is in vitrified clay, the Upper Chamber is almost entirely devoid of ash,
only a thin layer was found just above its floor and shooting inward from its peripheral walls.
Where ash was found, its density is very thin, and burnt orange clay walls show through where asl
was exposed.

8. PERIOD II: PAINTED GREY WARE

The people of PGW culture came to Karsola around 800 BC and settled on the remains of the Lat:
Harappan occupation, The PGW pottery found at Karsola is coarse and thick in section, typical cf
materials associated with the later phase of the culture. It is therefore clear that there was a gap cf
more than five hundred years between the Late Harappan and PGW occupations at Karsola. The
PGW phase at the site is very poor, commensurate with the evidence from most of the excavatec
sites in this region and the doab. The average thickness of the pGW deposit at the site is slightly
above 1 m, divisible into three distinct layers. There are a few sherds belonging to a fine variery.f
PGW in the lower levels, some percolating into the Late Harappan levels. However, that does n6t
suggest that there was an overlap between the rwo periods.
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The excavations carried out in the PGW levels at the site produced evidence of tlimsy

temporary strucrures and features indicative of a poor, rural r,vay of life. The followin8 featlires hat'e

been excavated at the site.

A. PGW Features Excavated at Karsola

Trench yBL: Five significant features were identified in this trench. The most prominent was a long

mud wall extending from the south-rvest to north-west corner of the trench (P1. 2BC)' This mud wall

was very disturbed, with circular distortions consisting of grey, compact sediments cutting across it

to the north-east.
The next most significant feature was a iozenge-shaped fire feature of unknown function'

Below and adjacent to the fire feature were two clay bins, one smaller and filled with iaminated

sediments and the other filled with ordinary pit materials. Lot 7 had,bricks in its base' These could

indicate a previous occupation phase during which people used mud-brick architecture' Berween

the two bins was a mud platform of unknovrn use. The bins and platform appear to belong to an

earlier phase than the fire feature

Trench YB2: This trench is immediately north of YB1. Three pits were excavated from this trench'

Two were found in the north-west quadrant. They were about the same size and followed the

northern section. Another pit was found in the south-west quadrant' There is also a possible

architectural element running along the eastern side of the trench'

Most notable to the authors was the appearance of old bricks on the level of the trench floor'

that were beneath the excavated pit that comprised Lot 6. These bricks are similar to rhose at the

base of the pit that formed Lot 7 in trench YB1'

Trench XB1: XB1 arso had the remains of a mud wal running from the south-west to north-east

corner of the trench. Like in yB1, the wall was poorly preserved, and it is unclear how it is associated

with either an ashy dump in the middre of the east side of the rrench, or with the orange-yellow-

100se fill in the south-centrar or north-west of the trench. The soil in these areas is compact' Note

that the disturbed portions of the mud wall have not been removed, and were straightened with a

string.

Trench XB2: This trench has a disturbed mud w-all running from the south-west to north-east

corner. simiiar sediments in the centre-south of the trench and in its north-west corner may be

associated with similar contexts that have not yet been fully explored. A smali amount of scraping

and cleaning revealed a well-defined line of ash. This 'ash line' is very deep in the trench' The

aurhors think that the ash line could either be ash washed down in some kind of drainage process,

or a mortar line.

Trench xc4: This trench also produced what appear to be strucrural remains' A possible floor

deposit was identified in the cenffal-west side of the rrench. After levelling and cleaning this area' it

was clear that a circurar feature surrounded this floor. This rarge, circular feature, which occupies

the central portion of this trench, may be the remains of an abandoned stmcture with a lime-
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Pl五 stered floor that disintegrated over til■ e.The feature■ vas smaller at the toP,than at the bottoln,

possibly indicating that it had a globular shape in the past.There、 へ′as a burnt fire pit in its south―

ltrest corner,which inay be a hearth associated、 A′ith the structure,but could also be a later pit that

cuts into the structure(Pl.29A‐ B).Al■ anilnal burrowv,possible of great age,vvas found undercutting

the floor of the circular structure.

Trench α 6: Like YBl and XC4, KX6 produced fragmentary structures associated with PGW

materials.The lnost notable feature in this trench vvas a raΠ IIned mud■ oor in its southern half

(Pl.29C).卜10re floor traces were identi■ ed in the south‐ east corner ofthis quadrant.Bet■ veen these

floor traces was a lump of cOmpact grey sedilnents;these are probably the result of architectural

collapse.

A number of antiquities were found in this trench,including worked bone and lnany large

potsherds.AV― shaped fire feature was identified at the base of the north― east quadrant.This fire―

feature points toward the south_easto several bead‐ like ottectS,prObably big, broken terracotta

wheels,were found within theた ature.AdditionallL a rough cubical stone ottect,possibly a weight,

was recovered i7oln the deepest part ofthe trench.

Trench LY7:This deep index trench produced a number of circular pits,豊 1led with welキpreServed
Early Historic ceraΠlics and a well―Inade■oor level(Pl.29D).A well―preserved Zebu figurine was

found in one ofthe pits.The figurine appears to significantly post‐ date the Harappan periOd,with a
pinched hump that has been pulled slightly baCk.The figurine came fronl a pit in the centre of the

northern half Of the tlench.

B. An Overview of Ceramic Sequence from Ly7
The ceramics recovered from index trench LY7 belong to the following three cultural periods (from
earliest to latest):

. Late Harappan

. Painted Grey Ware

. Early Historic

To assign a ceramic ware to one of the above periods, a number of parameters were used. These
included surface treatment, manufacturing technique, fabric, firing technique, surface decoration,
and vessel shape. Thick and thin varieties of each ware were also noted where appropriate.

To minimize the difficulties that arise from the proliferation of differenr pottery wares, the
team employed a simple but effective ceramic analysis method. This involves first broadly grouping
a ceramic assemblage based on surface colour and then on fabric colour. Surface ffeatments are
then used to divide the assemblage into more specific categories.

Using this technique, the team determined that the potrery assemblage from Karsola contains
the following wares: plain red, red slipped, black-on-red, rusticated red, bichrome, coarse black,
black slipped, coarse grey, plain grey, and painted grey. The following lisrs these wares along with
their sub-types:
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1. Red rarare

a. Untreat-ed variery

b. Slipped variery
. c. Black-on-red variety

d. Rusticated variery
e. Bichrome varietY

2. Black ware

a. Untreated varietY

b. Slipped varietY

3. Grey ware

a. Untreated varietY

b. Painted varierY (PGW)

Once the parameters for the wares recovered from trench LY7 were identified, it was clear

that they correlated with ceramics recovered from Bara (sharma et al' 1982), Bhagwanpura (Joshi

lgg3) and It4itathal (Bhan 1975).

At Bara, excavators recovered a ceramic assemblage that is rypified by a wide variety of

vessel shapes. These include storage jars with collared rims and tapering shoulders' and vases with

flanged rims, high necks and globular bodies. Small vases with high necks and globular bodies'

pedestal bowls and basins, squat vases with flaring rims and ribbed shouiders' jars decorated with

rustication below the belry, and incised designs at the shoulders, dishes on stands with undercut

projected and highly drooping rims, bowls with carinated and concave straight sides were also

found.
Bara ceramics were decorated with painted motifs, including horns cror,trned by arrowheads,

opposite triangles, semi-circles, leaves in vertical and horizontal patterns' W&VY lines with lozenges'

cross-hatched squares or rectangles, hatching, and fishes (Ghosh 1989)' Bara's assemblage spans

the Early to Late Harappan periods, though Karsola',s wares only reflect wares from the later period'

ceramics from LY7 are also similar to those recovered by Bhan (1975) in Mitathal's Period

IiB. These include simple vases, bowls, basins, and storage jars' They are largeiy plain' though

somehavesimplepaintedmotifswithhorizontal,wavy,oblique,zigzagorcross-hatcheddesigns.
Mitathal,s ceramic assemblage also spans the Early to Late Harappan periods, though the types

identified at Karsola reflect only the Late Harappan period'

Bhagwanpura, which was excavated by Joshi in !g93, is a major type-site for the Painted

Grey ware period and its associared red ware potteries. Note that Hastinapur (Lal 1954-55) is also

considered a type-site for these cultural materials'

PGW and grey ware potteries are made using the poftery wheel' They are made of well-

levigated clay that is ul.nor, free of impurities. These vessels are dried after primary modelling and

again placed on the poftery wheel to finish smoothing and shaping the surface, which often involves

scraping the base, trimming and burning'

Black slip ware is differentiateJ from PGW, though it is also fabricated using the same

,".t.,iqr". uo*"""" its final surface treatment does not involve this second phase of wheel-shaping'
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Red wares are also associated with the PGW period. These often consist of medium to coarse

fabrics and are made on either slow or fast i.vheels. Some are made using baskets. Kankar and husks

are often used as tapering material.
. The most common motifs on PGW ceramics include check patterns, basket patterns, groups

of semi-circles, cacti, opposite triangles, finger impressions, plant-iike motifs, horizontal lines with
dots, thick bands, vertical lines, double loops, intersecting circles, dots, fonds, w&W lines, slashes,

chains, ropes, sigmas, ladles, and scissor-like designs.

Using the above information as a guideline for interpreting the ceramics recovered from
LY7, the team defined the following wares at Karsola:

c. Late Harappan Pottery

i. Red Wares

Untreated red variety: This variery has a rough surface and lacks surface treatments. It is well-
fired, with an oxidized grey core and a medium coarse fabric. A1l vessels of this \^rare are thrown
on either slow or fast wheels. Main shapes include globular pots with medium necks and out-
turned flared, triangular, square, rounded and beaked rims (Pl. 30A). Very few sherds of this
variety have been recovered from this.excavation.

Red slipped variery: The red slipped variety has a relatively fine surface with both thick
and thin slips of dull to bright red. Most of the vessels are made with well-levigated clay and have
a medium fabric that is well-fired with an oxidized grey core. These vessels are made using slow
or fast wheels.

The main shapes include storage jars with collared rim, pots with undercut or drooping rims
and medium or high necks, bowls and basins with carinated and concave sides and everted rims
and pedestal bases, squat shaped pots, cooking jars with rusticarion on the belly, globular pots witt
incised designs, and dishes on stands with pedestais with undercut projections and drooping rims
Rustication is often found on the belly portion with the thick application of mud and sand mixture,

These ceramics are decorated with mud appliqud designs with thumb impressions ancl
incised design such as horizontal lines, wavy lines, deep grooves, square pattern grooves, etc.
(Pl. 308). A large number of this kind of sherd was recovered from LY7, indicating that rhe sitr:
has a significant Late Harappan period componenr.

Black-on-red variety: Pots of this ware have a relatively fine surface with both thick anrl
thin slips of dull to bright red, and painted motifs in black. Most of the vessels are made usinlg
well-levigated clay. These have a medium fabric, are well-fired with an oxidized gr€,, core, ?nrl
all the vessels are made by both slow- and fast-moving wheels. The main shapes are bowls an,l
basins that are concave-sided with everted, beaked, drooping, undercut, rounded or square rims
and pedestal bases.

Globular pots and pots with high necks, medium necks and constricted necks with rounder[,
square, dropping, undercut, beaked, collared and flared rims have also been recovered. Vase:s
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with high necks and everted, rounded and tapered rims, and dishes on stands with pedestals with

undercut projections and drooping rims were also recovered. Painted motifs include horizontal

and vertical bands, circles, semi-circles, triangles, net patterns, \ '/avy iines, opposite triangles' fish

patterns, leaf motifs, plant motifs, hatched triangles, horizontal bands with hatches' and l/vavy

lines with vertical and cross bands (P1' 30C-D)'

D. Painted GreY Ware Pottery

i. Grey wares

untreated grey variery: This variety has a rough surface without any surface treatment' They are

well-fired, r,vith oxidized grey cores and coarse fabrics' The main shapes include incurved bowls

and basins with tapered oi rounded rims, and miniature pots with everted rims'

Unpaintedgreyvariety:theunpaintedgreyvarieryissimilartothepaintedvarietyofgrey
ware, with a ,".y iir" fabric but lacking painied motifs. They are well-fired, with oxidized grey

cores. Shapes include convex sides, ,tiuight, tapered, rounded' everted rims' etc' Most of the

ceramics of this variery are very thin'

Paintedvariety:Thisvarieryhasaveryfinefabricwithpainteddesignsandawell-fired.
oxidized grey core. painted designs incrude check panerns, basket patterns, groups of semi-circles'

opposite triangles, piunt-rit" rnotifs, horizontal lines wirh dots' circles with dots in the centre'

thick and thin bands on the rim, verticar lines, double roops, intersecting circles, dots, founds, and

wavy lines.

ii. Black wares

Untreated variery: This variety has medium-coarse fabric with well- and medium-firing. A few of

these sherds are quite thick with a coarse fabric. The shapes include bowls and dishes with straight'

convex sides, and tapered, incurved rims (P1' 31A)'

Slippedvariety:Theblackslippedvarietyiswell.firedandofmedium.coarsefabric.The
shapes are bowrs, burins, and sma, pois with convex-sided tapered rims. sma, pots have external

projecting triangurar or squared rims. The bases are disc shaped. This variety is treated with thick

,tip, wtict, is polished lustrous (Pls' 318-D' 32A-C)'

iii. Red wares

untreated red variery: This variery has medium or coarse fabrics that are medium or ill-fired' The

shapes include bowls, basins, jars and pots' This ware is either handmade or slow wheel thrown'

decorated with incised lines, dots, maiimpressions or mud appliqu6 designs' The pots have high

or constricted necks with flat tops (P1' 32D)'
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E. Early Historic Portery

i. Red Wares

Untreated variety: This variery lacks a surf'ace treatment; the fabric is coarse and mecliurn-fired.
Shapes include incurved bowls, basins, naii-headed bow-ls, lids, external projections, rounded,
square, and beaked rims of globular pots (pl. 33A).

Slipped variety: The first finest fabric was used ro make sprinklers, which have a highly
polished red slip. Many ordinary unpainred pots also have a red slip (p1. 338).

Black-on-red variety: This variety includes Rang Mahai potery. This pottery is, with a few
exceptions, reddish or pinkish in colour - rarely is it yellow. The majority is wheel-turned. Only
the neck and uppermost part of the body of such jars was wheel-turned; the rest of the body shows
clear traces of patting. The moulded pottery was first turned on the wheel and was then pressed,
by hand or with a tool, into the mould; afterwards the inner surface was smoothed with brush.

The fabric of the pottery is usually completely fired, aithough fragments are frequentiy
found which have a Srey core within rwo red walls. Both kinds of fabric are found at all levels. The
clay of rhe painted vessels is much smoother than that of ordinary vessels, and it is reasonable to
suppose that the slip must have been burnished before the painting was executed. The features
which chiefly characterize Rang Mahal pottery is the lavishness with which potters have decorated,
chiefly by painting, the various rypes of vessels with floraI, zoomorphic and geometrical patterns.

A fer,v specimerrs do not fit i,vith the wares recovered from Rang Mahal and two of these
are of particular interest. The first is a fragment of a low dish. It is of u iir", grey, thin fabric, has
a smooth surface and in form fits into the grey ware series. But the fragment comes from a high
level, which is difficult to explain. The second fragment is part of a low dish and is reminiscent
of Northern Black Polished ware. But the dish cloes not occur at a lower level than ordinary Rang
Mahal pottery (P1. 33c). stamped variery: This variery has red colour wash on the surface along
with the stamped decorations on the surface. The decorations are mostly in circular, floral or sun
motif patterns. The fabric is medium-coarse and well-fired (pl. 33D).

9. OTHER 6RTEF6CTS FOUNO ET KaRSOLA

The site produced a Sreat variety of minor antiquities. It is difficult at this stage to separate
artefacts of the three different periods, i.e. Late Harappan, pGW and Early Historic, because ol,
their displacement, both temporally and spatially, due to large-scale disturbances. The artefacts are
discussed below:

A. Terracotta Objects
A large number of terracotta objects were recovered from excavations, of which the areca-nut-
shaped bead is dominant (Pl. 34A). These beads were made on fast wheels and treated with gre.,

「
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siip. They were found during the Harappan, PGW and Earl1'Historic periods' so it is impr:ssible to

use them to distinguish different periods'

The next important variery of rerracotta bead in the coilection is the ghcra-shaped bead' which

was also made on the wheel and treate'l with grey slip (P1' 34B)' They were found mostly in the PGW

and Early Historic Periods'
AsignificantdiscoveryfromthePGWlevelwasastampedsealoftelTacotta,conicalinshape

with a puncturecr pattern on the surface resembring a corar iock face (p1. 34C). Another partially

broken stamp seal was found with materials from the Ear$ Historic levels (p1. 35A). The face of the

seal was stamped with six sun motifs arranged in a circurar pattern and surrounded by a series of floral

motifsarrangedalongitsperiphery.TheedgewasincisedwithshortStfokes.
some miscellaneous terracotta ob3e"cts included a cowrie, a stem decorated with punctured

blind holes, hubbed and plain wheels, ",t' 
(pt' 35B)' They may belong to the PGW level' Besides'

there was a considerabre number of animar figurines incrudinghumped bull (pl' 35c), a couple of

elephants (P1s. 35D, 36A) of the Early Historic period' and a bear (P1' g68) of the PGW period'

A rouncl ciay tablet with square impression in four lines was accidentally found in the

field on th" "^rt"r' 
side of the temple. tt bears Early Brahmi charactefs in the Sanskrit language

belonging ro the Late Kushan-Early Gupta period (P1' 36C)' The first few letters of the second and

third lines are worn out, thereby making-its decipherment difficult. However, it seems ro refer

rc pafi.chotain iine r, chokkrain line 2, Ind the rast rine reads: sorostharatoyarh' The text of the

sealing is as follows:

Line 1 : Paitchaladharaiska

Line2;: . . sha ' chakkra

Line 3:

Line 4: Surasthalataflrh 1 -.-:-1

other rerracoffa objects include a broken pGw cart frame model (p1. 36D)' It was decorated with

incised rines or circular pattern discs (p1. 36E). A hopscotch ser made on pGW and red ware potsherds

(P1. 37A), a skin rubber (Pi. 37B) and Late Harappan bangles (P1. 37C) were also recovered.

B. CoPPer Coins

A smali hoard of thirty_one copper coins was discovered in the farmers' cut to the east of the temple

(pI. 3BA). e, trr"r" .oins are in good condition and berong to the yodheyas. Until they are cleaned

it is impossible to describe the details of their surfaces'

Inall,fourcoinsWerefoundinproperstlatigraphicalcontext'threeofwhichbelongto
the yodheyas and one ro the Kushan p".ioaiet. 3gB). eoth have human figures on their surfaces'

These coins will be cleaned in the laboratory and deciphered'
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C. Ivory objects

Three fragments of ivory bangles were recovered tiom the PGW levels at Karsola (P1. 39A). One of
the broad bangles was decorated with an incised pattern consisting of a series of circles with small
biind holes berween two horizontal bands of double-incised lines. The other ft,rro are fragments of
small plain bangles without any decoration.

D. Bone objects

Bone objects found on the PGW leveis consist of two decorated handles and a headpin resembling a
fish-hook (Pl. 398) and a few bone points (P1. 39C).

E. Faience bangles

The Late Harappan and PGW occupations at the site yielded a few fragments of faience bangles.
Faience technology was developed by the Harappans and continued to be'used in the pGW period.
The site of Mitathal located 25 km from Karsola was a faience manufacturing centre (Shinde er al.
2008a). It is possible that faience was supplied to other sertlements from Mitathal. The bangles
found at Karsola are both plain and decorated with incised geometric patterns, and both thin and
thick (P1.40A).

F. Shell articles
A few marine shell articles were reported from the site at Karsola. They include fragments of a
bangle, nvo disc beads and one conicai pendant (Pl. 40B). They are from both the Late Harappan
and PGW occupations at the site. The presence of shell articles at Karsola suggests trading contacts
with the Saurashtra region.

G. Glass bangles

Glass bangle fragments were reported from the Early Historic levels at the site (pl. 40C). They are
of different colours, but blue is most common. A couple of glass fragments were collected from the
PGW level at the site. A couple of Medieval bichrome glass bangle fragments, triangular in shape
with decorations on top, are also part of the collection.

Based on the above discussion, it is clear that though both cultural periods were poor, the
site must have played some role in intra-regional trade.
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IO. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The joint archaeological project berween Deccan college and the Institute of Archaeolcgy (ASI) was

irnmensery successfur in terms of addressing its research goars and providing training to students

at both institutions. It was possibie to throw some light on one of the most important problems in

Indian archaeology: the relationship between the Late Harappan and Painted Grey ware cultures'

The excavation revealed a clear gap between them'

AfterthesitewasdesertedbytheLateHarappansaround1500BCitwasre-inhabited,
after a gap of 500 years, during the later phase of the PGW culture. This evidence indicates that

before the pGW peopre settied dovrn at Karsora, they revelred the earlier occupation and raised their

structures on top. Thus, there is clear evidence of a gap berween these two cuitural periods in the

region. Efforts are now necessary to explain this cultural gap from the point of the human history of

this region.
The project team ran a successful training Programme for the Master's students of Deccan

corege and post-Graduate Diploma srudents of the Institute of Archaeology (ASI). It blended solid

theoretical and practicar approaches that were devised in order to train the students' The training

covered not only excavation and exploration methods, but also new approaches related to collection

of data, documentation, classification, interpretation and application of various scientific methods

in archaeology. Hopefuliy, in future we will be able to run a much larger camp so that students from

other universities and organizations can be trained properly'

The site of Karsola was important during the Lare Haiuppon period. It was a small agricultural

village that was responsible for some .raft p'oi'ction on th" "u't"* 
and southern periphery of the

seftlement. Craftsmen such as potters u,,d coppe,smiths have been identified from archaeological data

retrieved from the site. A clearer picture win no doubt emerge after the analysis of data from the site'
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FROM STONE TOOLS TO SATELLITES
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PLATE 2

B

A: Satellite image showing close-up of the northern part of the study region and distribution of
Pr ehistoric sites, including Attiramp akkam
B: /I(ONOS satellite imoge of Attirampakkam showing efrent of the site areq surrounding guilies ond
cultivatedfields
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FROM STONE TOOLS TO SATELL!TES
PLATE 3

An example of o thematic map showing the distribution of sites in relation to geomorphologica| voriables



PLATE 4

A: View of excavations in progress
B: Close-up of an in situ Acheulian artefact
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FROM STONE TOOLS TO SATELLITES
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PLATE 5
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Distribution of Prehistoric Sites in Re:ation to

Principle Raw Material Sources
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PREHiSttORiC ROCK ARTIMAGERY OF THE∨ INDHYAS,UTTAR PRADESH,INDIA
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A: Camel cart and cart driver, painting at a height at CHD|
B: Human defacement of paintings at CHD|
c: A squiggle-like painting at cHD 2, perhops a child's drawing(?)
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THE DECLINE OF HARAPPAN CI∨ lLiZATION PLATE ll

A:SatelliteimageofriverSarasvatiand'theYomunateorr/tPoontaDoonvolley'siwalikranges
(NRS0 ISRO); B: Horappan Pottery from Ropar AAP. 1953-54)

C: Chertblades, RoPar AAF. 1953-54)

D: Steatite seal, Ropar (IAP. 1953-54)
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THE DECLINE OF HARAPPAN CI∨ ILIZATION PLATE 13

A: Dadheri, strotigrophy with indicotions of lruts

B: Pointed. ond incised Pot, Dadheri
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A: Painted pottery, Huras; B: Lo"te Horappon terracotto inscribed. searing, Huras
C: Late Harappan terracotta figurine, niU,
D: Late Harappon terrocotto spindle-whorl, Hulas
E: Late Haroppan indeterminate terracotta object, Hulas
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THE DECLiNE OF HARAPPAN CIVILIZAT10N
PLATE 17

A: Bongles andbeod-s of faience, stone qnd terrocotto' Hulas

B: Terrocotto cakes, Hulos
C: Miniature Pots in a row, Hulas

D: Miniature-pots in a row (side view)' Sanauli
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A: Harappan painted pottery, Alomgirpur OAR lgig_Sg)
B: Broken vessels in situ
C: Some of the reconsffucted pots
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PLATE 19
「HE DECLINE OF HARAPPAN CI∨ ILIZAT10N

F

A: Harappan script on pottery; B: Base of a pot with incised design, Bargaon; C: Copper rings,

Borgaon; D: Animol shaped. pot-hondLes, Birgoon; E' Te*acotti wheeli ond bead' chert blades and

weight and abone poini, Bargaon; F: Remains of o heorth' Ambkheri
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PLATE 21
THE DECLINE OF HARAPPAN Ci∨ILiZAT10N
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PLATE 22

C

A: Farmang Burial 79, Period IIC (after Shinde et al. 2010); B: Farmana, Burial 53, Period IIC
(after Shinde et al,. 2010); C: Symbolic burial, Nagwada (Courtesy: Sonawane)
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PLATE 24

A: Burio.l goods, Sanauli
B: Animal-heoded pot, Sanouli
C: Terrocotta humPed bull, Sanouli
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ANC:ENT IND:A,NEW SERIES,N01
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PLATE 34

A; Areca-nut- shap ed b eads

B: Ghaqa-shaped beads
C: Conical terrscotta seal
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EXCAVATIONS AT KARSttLA KHEDA,」 IND DiSTRiCtt HARYANA,2010-11

A: Stamp seaL

B: Miscellaneous terrocotto obj ects

C: Humpedbull
D: A terracotta elephant, Early Historic
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PLATE 36 ANCIENT INDIA, NEW SERIES. NO.1

A: A terrocotta elephant, Early Historic; B'. A terracotto beor, PGW; C: A clay tablet bearing a

Kushan-Gupto era Brohmt inscription; D: Terracotta cart frame, PGW; E: Decorated discs, PGII
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EXCAVATIONS AT KARSOLA KHEDA, JIND DISTRICT, HARYANA, 2O1O-11

A: Hopscotch, PGW
B: Skin rubber, PGW
C: Terrocottabangle ftagments, Late Harappan
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PLATE 38

A: Yaudheya coins found at Karsola
B: Kushon copper coin from stratified context
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PLATE 40
ANCiENT INDiA,NEW SER:ES,N01

A: Foience bangle frogments, Late Horappon and PGW

B: Shell articles, Karsola
C: Gloss bangle fragments' Early Historic
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